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Abstract
where
WEIGHTED IP-BOUNDEDNESS OF FOURIER
SERIES WITH RESPECT TO
GENERALIZED JACOBI WEIGHTS
JOSÉ J . GUADALUPE, MARIO PÉREZ
FRANCISCO J. RUIZ AND JUAN L . VARONA *
Let w be a generalized Jacobi weight on the interval [-1,1] and, for each
function f, let Sf denote the n-th partial sum of the Fourier series of f
in the orthogonal polynomials associated to w. We prove a result about
uniform boundedness of the operators S in some weighted Lp spaces .
The study of the norms of the kernels K related to the operators S,
allows us to obtain a relation between the Fourier series with respect to
different generalized Jacobi weights .
Let w be a generalized Jacobi weight, that is,
N
w(x) = h(x)(1 - x)a(1 + x)Q
	
Ix - ti ¡ Y¡ , x E [-1, 1]
i=I
a) a,Q,7i > - 1, ti E (- 1, 1), ti =~ tj di :~ j;
b) h is a positive, continuous function on [-1,1] and w(h, f)ó-1 E L1 (0, 1),
w(h, S) being the modulus of continuity of h.
Let dit = w(x) dx on [-1,1] and let Sn (n >_ 0) be the n-th partial sum
of the Fourier series in the orthonormal polynomials with respect to dp . The
study of the boundedness
(1) IISnflILn(uvdll) CIIfIILP(vpd,),
N
where u(x) = (1-x)°'(1+x)b~Ix-til9i,` a,b,gi E R
i= I
*The authors have been supported by CAICYT PB85-0338.
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N
and V(X) =(1-x) A (1+x) B ~Ix-tijG; , A,B,Gi ER
i-1
was done by Badkov ([1]) in the case u = v by means of a direct estimation of
the kernels K,, (x, y) associated with the polynomials orthogonal with respect
to dp . Later, one of us ([10]) considered the same problem, with u and v not
necessarily equal ; his method consists of an appropriate use of the theory of
AP weights . He found conditions for (1) which generalized those obtained for
u = v by Badkov . However, this result, whích we state below, follows only in
the case yi > 0, i = 1, . . . . N .
A + (a+ 1)(P - 12 4) < min{1,~}
(2) B + (,d + 1) (P - 2) < min{4, ~}
Gi+(yi+1)(P-12 2) < min{1,~} (i=1, . . ., N)
and
Theorem 1. Let yi >- 0, i = 1, . . . , N and 1 < p < oo . If the inequalities
(4) A < a, B < b, Gi < gi
hold, then
a+(a+1)(p -2)> -min{4,x21}
b + (0 + 1)(p - 1) > - min{4,
21}
g=+(yi+1)(P-2)> -min{2,1} (i=1, . . .,N)
IC > 0 such that II SjII Lp(v,pd,,) <_ GII f II LI(,,>d,a) df E LP(vPdp), b'n E NI .
The objective of this paper is to show that the result remains true without
the restriction yi >_ 0 and that conditions (2), (3) and (4) are also necessary
for the uniform boundedness:
Theorem 2. Let 1 < p < oo . Then, there exists C > 0 such that
IISnf IILp(.Pdp) <_ GIIf IILP(v-,d,,) df E LP(vPdp), Vn E N,
if and only if the inequalities (2), (3) and (4) are satisfied.
For the sake of completeness, we give a brief sketch of the proof of theorem
1 (see also [10]) . By using Pollard's decomposition of the kernels K,, (x, y) (see
[8], [5]), the uniform boundedness of S, can be reduced to that of the Hilbert
transform with pairs of weights
and




(IQn(x)IP(1- x2)PU(x)PW(x),Ipn+1(x)I -P1J (x ) P,UJ (x)
1
P),
Q,,, being the n-th orthonormal polynomial relative to the measure (1- x2 )dp .
Using now Hunt-Muckenhoupt-Wheeden and Neugebauer results (see [2J, [6]),
together with some known estimates for generalized Jacobi polynomials (see
(8) below), for the above uniform boundedness the following conditions turn
out to be sufficient : .
and
Un (x) =(1 - x)'1+a(1 - x + n-2)-P(2a+1)/4
x (1 + x)bP+p(1 + x + n-2)-P(20+1)/4
N
(u',v6,) E AP ((-1,1))
(ú',, v') E AP((-1, 1))
for some S > 1, with AP constants independent of n, where
x Ix-tiI9¡P+y: (Ix-tiI+n-1) -
i=1
Vn(x) =(1 _ x
)AP+a(1-P)+P(1 - x +n2)P(2a+3)/4
x (1 + x)BP+R(1 -P)+P (1 + x + n-2)P(20+3)/4
N
x Ix - tilG.P+ti:(1-P) (Ix - ti¡+n-1 )P
.Yi/2
i=1
and similar expressions for v, and vn .
These conditions are easy to check using the simpler result (see
Lemma 3 . Let {xn }n>o be a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0 .
Let r, s, R, S E R . Then,
(Ixi'(Ixi + xn)s, Ixl'(Ixl + x.)S) E AP«-1,1))
with a constant independent of n if and only if the following inequalities hold :
r>-1 ; R<p-1; R<r;
r+s>-l ; R+S<p-1; R+S<r+s .
At least in the case u = v (thus gi = Gi, Vi), inequality R < r requires -yi >- 0
Vi . But, with this assumption, theorem 1 follows .
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Let us introduce now some notation: {P,, (x)}, {kn } and {K,,,(x,y)} will be,
respectively, the orthonormal polynomials, their leading coefficients and the
kernels relative to dp ; if c E (-1,1), {P.'(x)}, {k'} and {K,', (x, y)} will be the
corresponding to (x - c)2 dp . Then, it is not difficult to establish Vn E IV the
relations
(5) K.(x, y) _ (x - c)(y - c)Ka-1(x, y) +
K,, (x, c)K. (c, y) .
Kn(c c)
,
(6) K~.(x,c) _ nP (c)P,(x) -
kn-
1P-+1(e)P,c,,-1(x) .kn	kn+1









it is known ([1]) that there exists a constant C such that bx E [-1, 1], Vn E N)
I Pn(x)I < Cd(x,n),
There are also some well-known estimates for the kernels, one of them being
this ([7, pag. 4 and pag . 119, theorem 25]) : if c E (-1, 1) and the factor Ix-cl
occurs in w with an exponent ~y, there exist some positive constants C1 and
C2, depending on c, such that Vn E IN
C1n7+1 < Kn(c c) < C2 n7+1
From now on, all constants will be denoted C, so by C we will mean a
constant, possibly different in each occurrence . Using (6), (7) and (8) we obtain
the following result :
Proposition 4. Let 1 < p < oo, 1/p+ 1/q = 1 and suppose the inequality
(3) holds. Let -1 < c < 1 and let ,y and g be the exponents of Ix - cl in w and
u, respectively. Then, there exists a positive constant C such that Vn > 0:
Cn(7+1)/q-g if g < (?'+ 1)(1/2 - 1 /p) + 1/2
IIK,~(x,C)II LP(upw) < Cn"r/2(logn)1/P if g = (-y+ 1)(1/2 -1/p) + 1/2
Cn-Y/2	if(-y+ 1)(1/2 - 1/p) -1- 1/2 < g
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Proof. From (8) it follows that I P,,(c)I <_ Cn'r/2 . Since {P,} is the sequence
associated with (x - c)Zdp, it also follows from (8) that
I P,',(x)I < C(Ix - cI +n-')-'&,n) .
Now, from (6) and (7) we get :
(10) IK.(x,c)I <_ Cn'r/2(Ix-c¡+n-1)-ld(x,n) .
Let us take e > 0 such that ¡ti - el > e for all ti :~ c. We can write :
IIK.(x, c)II Ln(unw)
¡K. (x, c)I pu(x)Pw(x)dx + J .: I Kn(x, c)IPu(x)Pw(x)dx
J~x-C>E -C<E
Using (10), we obtain for the first term
f,x-rj>E
IK.(x, c) IPu(x)Pw(x)dx
<_ Cnm/2 (Ix - cI + n-1 ) -pd(x, n)pu(x)Pw(x)dx
~x-Cy
1
< CnP-Y/ 2	d(x,n)Pu(x)Pw(x)dx .
1
It is easy to deduce from (3) that this last integral is bounded by a constant
which does not depend on n, so
/ IKn(x,c)Ipu(x)1w(x)dx < CnP7/2
J ~x-CI~E
Let us take now the second term; since for ix - cI < e there exists a constant
C such that dn d(x, n) < C(Ix - cI + u(x) < CIx - cl9 and w(x) <-
CIx - c¡7, we Nave
¡K. (x , c)IPu(x)Pw(x)dx
f1--Cj<E
< CnP-Y/2 (l x - cI + n-1) -Pd(x, n)Pu(x)Pw(x)dx
Ix-C<E
<_ CnP7/2 (Ix - cI + n-1) -p( 1+7/2)
I X - CI9p+7dx
Ix-CIGE
< CnP7/2 f1 (y + n-1)-p(1+7/2)y9p+7dy
0
1
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Taking finto account that p(1+y/2)-gp-y-1 =p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-g+l/2]
and there exist some constants C1 and C2 such that C1 < r + 1 < C2 on [0,1]
and Cir < r + 1 < C2r on [1, n], we finally get the inequality
(12)
1
IK.(x, c)Ipu(x)%(x)dx < CnP7/2+p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2] rgp+ydrfx-~I<E o
+CnPy/2+p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2] fnr-p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2]-1dr
J1
Since (3) implies gp+ y > - 1, the first term is bounded by
(13)
1
CnP'r/2+p[(-r+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2] f rgP+-rdr <_ CnPy/2+p[(7+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2]
0
For the second term, let us consider separately the three cases in the statement .
a) Ifg < (y+1)(1/2-1/p)-]-1/2, then-p[(y+1) (1/2-1/p)-g+1/2]-1 < -1 .
Thus
1
In this case, (12) and (13) imply:
I%n
r-p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2]-1dr < C.
jKn (x, «Pu(x)Pw(x)dx < Cnm/2+p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2]
Since p[(y + 1)(1/2 - 1/p) - g + 1/2] > 0, from this inequality and (11) we
obtain
II Kn(x, C)IILP(-u,PV,) < CnPy/2+p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2]
= CnP[(y+1)(1-1/p)-9] = CnP[(y+1)/v-9]
e
as we had to prove.




r-p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2]-1dr < Cn-p[(y+1)(1/2-1/p)-9+1/2] .
By (12) and (13), it follows
jK.(x,c)jPu(x)Pw(x)dx < CnPy/2
11Kn(x, c)II PP(UPW) < CnP~l2 .
c) If g = (y + 1) (1/2 - 1/p) + 1/2
hence,
and





~ r-P[fy+I)(1/2-1/P)-s+1/2]-ldr = log n ;
11K.(x,e)II Lp(upw) < CnP7/
2 log n.
This concludes the proof of the proposition .
Corollary 5 . Let 1 < p < oo, 1;/p+ 1 /q = 1 and suppose the inequality (2)
holds. Let -1 < c < 1 and y and G be the exponents of Ix - cl in w and v,
respectively . Then, there exists a positive constant C such that b'n E N1
IIK~c(x~e)IIL9(v-aw) G
jKn (x, c) IPu(x)Pw(x)dx < CnP'/2 1og n
Proof. Just apply proposition 4 to the weight v -1 and keep in mind the
equality 1/2 - 1/p = 1/q - 1/2 .
The following result is just what we need to extend theorem 1 to the general
case y2 > - 1 .
Corollary 6. Let 1 < p < oo, 1lp + llq = 1 . Suppose the inequalities (2),
(3) and (4) hold. Let -1 < c < 1. Then, there exists a positive constant C
such that dn > 0:
~~Kn,(x, e) II Lv(upw) I~Krc(xe) II L9(v-aw) < CK,(c, c) .
Proo£ It is a simple consequence of proposition 4, corollary 5 and the esti-
mate (9) . The only thing we must do is to consider each case in these results
separately.
Note. Although it will not be used in what follows, corollary 6 also holds
when c = +1. The proof is similar : starting from other expressions for
K, (x, f l), analogous results to proposition 4 and corollary 5 can be obtained,
and then corollary 6 follows .
We are now ready to prove our main result :
Proof of theorem 2 : a) Let us ássume first that the inequalities (2), (3) and
(4) hold . We prove that the operators S, are uniformly bounded by induction
on the number of negative exponents y¡ . If y¡ > 0 di, the result is true, as
Cn-Y/2 if G < (y+ 1)(1/2 - 1/p) + 1/2
Cn7/2 (logn) 1/q if G = (y+ 1)(1/2 - 1/p) + 1/2
Cn(7+i)/P+c if (y+ 1)(1/2 - 1/p) + 1/2 < G
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we saw before (theorem 1) . Now, suppose there exist k negative exponents y¡,
with k > 0, and the result is true for k - 1 . Let c E (-1,1) be a point with a
negative exponent y . Let us remember the formula (5) :
Kn (x, y) _ (x - C)(y - c) K.'-1(x, y) +
K.(x, c)K.(c, y)
Kn(C, c)




K.(x, C)K. (C, y)
f(y)w(y)dy,
1 K,,, (c, c)
Then, Sn = Tn + Rn. We are going to study firstly the operators Tn :
thus
IITnf II LP(upw) < f11 IK
.(c,y)Iy(y) -l if(y)I v(y)w(y)dy
IIK-(XMIILP(upw)
From corollary 6 it follows
Rnf(x) = f 1 (x - c) (y - c)Kñ-1 (x, y)f(y)w(y)dy.
1
Tnf(x) = K. (e, )







IITnf II LP(.Pd,) ~5 CIIf II Lp(vnd,) Vf E LP (vPdh), Vn E NI .
So, we only need to prove the same bound for the operators Rn. But, if we
denote by S,,, the partial sums of the Fourier series with respect to the measure
(x - c)2w(x)dx, it turns out that
Rnf(x) = (x - c) 1 (y -
c)Kn-1
(x, y)f(y)w(y)dy - (x - C)Sn-1(y
(Y)c x),
whence
IIRnf II LP(upw)'5 CIIf II Lp(vpw),Vf E LP(vPw),Vn E NI
CII (x - c)Sn-1(y
(y) , x) II LP(u"w) :5 CIIf II LP(vP.) Vf E LP (vPw),Vn E N1
CII (x - C)Sn-19(x) II LP(upw) :5 CII (x - C)9IILP(vP .) V9 E LP(Ix - cIPvPw),Vn E h1
<~->1ISn-19(x) IILP(Ix-ciPuPw)<CII9IILP(Ix-cl?vPw)d9 E LP(Ix-cIPvp'w),Vn E IV
<--> IISn-19(x)fILP(v,P(x-c)zw)«%II9IILP(vP(x-c)Z.) d9 E LP(vP(x - c)2w),Vn E N,
Thus,
and
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where ú(x) = Ix-C 1-2/Pu(x) and v`(x) = Ix-cjl-21Pv(x) .
Therefore, we must prove the boundedness of the partial sums S;, with the
pair ofweights (ü, v') . But the Fourier series we are considering now corresponde
to the Jacobi generalized weight (x - c)2w(x), which has only k - 1 negative
exponents y¡, since on the point c the exponent is -y+2 > 1 . By hypothesis, the
theorem holds in this case and we only have to see that the conditions in the
statement hold for the weights (x-c)2w(x), jx-C 1-2/PU(x) and jx-C1-21PV(x) .
Except for the point c, these weights have the same exponents as w, u and
v . Thus, those conditions are the same and therefore they are satisfied . At the
point c, the exponente are, respectively : y + 2, g + 1 - 2/p, G + 1 - 2/p .
So, we have to check the inequalities
(G+1- 2)+(y+2+1)(1 - 1 ) < min{ 1 ,
y+2+1 }
v v 2 2 2





It is clear, from our hypothesis, that they are satisfied . Consequently, we have
IISn-lg(x)IILP(v.P(x-c) 2 w) :~ CII g1I LP(vP(x-c)Z .) dg E LP(VP(x-C)2w), dn E N.
11Rnf IILP(unw) :5 CIif IILP(vPw) df E LP(vPw), dn E N
IISnf II LP( .PM) < CII f II LP(vPW) df E LP (vpp), Vn E N .
Therefore, the result is true for k negative exponents -y2 . By induction, it is
true in general and the first part of the theorem is proved .
b) Now, assume that the operators Sn are uniformly bounded . Let 'us prove
that (2), (3) and (4) are satisfied .
From a result of Máté, Nevai and Totik ([3, theorem 1]), it follows
u E LP (dh) ;
v-1 E L9 (dp) ;
w(x) -1y2(1 _x2) -1/4u(x) E LP(w(x)dx) ;
w(x) -1/2(1 - x2)-1/4v(x)-1 E Lq(w(x)dx) .
These conditions are equivalent to (2) and (3) . Thus, we only need to prove
(4), that is :
3C > 0 such that u < Cv p, - a.e .
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In fact, we are going to show that the same C of the hypothesis works . First
of all, let us note that from the hypothesis it follows
(14) II RII LP(.PdW) <_ CIIRIILI,(v1,dp)
for every polynomial R, since S~R=R if n is big enough .
It is clear that there exists a polynomial Q such that both I QIPuP and IQIPvP
are p-integrable . Let us denote u' = I QIPuP and v' = IQIPvP. Then, for every
f E LP(u'dp) fl LP(v'dp) there exists a sequence of polynomials R,, such that





= ñm f IRnQIPuPdp < CP 1'mf I RnQIPvPdp =CPf IfIPv'dp .1 1 1
Taking now E= {x E [-1,1] ; u(x) > Cv(x) } and f the characteristic function
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